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I am a lifelong resident of Grover Hill. I strongly oppose these windows. The windmills as a whole only
benefit a handfull of people in our community. The farmers (who already get tax free income), the
school (who already recieve levy money from my pocket), and the library and police dept.( these are
already funded) When the first set of windmills went into Paulding county everyones electricity bill went
up. So the community as a whole pays more, puts up with the sounds and sight of these constant
shadows and flickering of lights at night. We put up with our T.V. signals interupted, we put up with the
health issues of being around all the electromagnetic frequencies emitted from the generators( short of
breath, dizziness, heart flutters...). We see our wildlife are staying away from the area. We see our rain
storms in the summer go around us all the time because of these windmills. THEY ARE UGLY, LOUD,
ANNOYING, BAD FOR OUR WILDLIFE, BAD FOR OUR HEALTH, RAISE MY ELECTRIC, AND LOWER OUR
PROPERTY VALUE.
So now I have to pay with my electric bill, my life and health, my property value, my hunting
opportunities, my annoyance everyday hearing and feeling these things run around our community.
These have never been tested this close to people. The health effect of these will be noticeable. I do not
want to be a lab rat experimented on. These belong in the ocean or dessert away from families. For all
that I have to pay for these. Qhy should I be forced to pay for these and live with them. Our bills go up
to fund the project and the electriccopmany gets FREE generation and expansions of their PRIVATE
business. Why are we paying for a private business to profit more? Where is this money going?
Jason Jackson
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